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This paper presents an octagonal photonic crystal fiber (O-PCF) for liquid sensing, in which both core and
cladding are microstructured. Some propagation characteristics of proposed structure have been investigated
by using the full vectorial finite elementmethod (FEM). Confinement loss and sensitivity are examined and com-
paredwith varying number of rings, core diameter, diameter of air holes in cladding ring and pitch. It is found that
sensitivity is increased for the increment pitch value, air filling ratio, core diameter, inner ring diameter aswell as
number of rings. At the same time confinement loss is significantly decreased. It is also found that the increment
of pitch by keeping the same air filling ratio increases the sensitivity and loss. Investigating the effects of different
parameters, an O-PCF structure is designed which has a significantly higher relative sensitivity and lower
confinement loss.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Larger application areas of Photonic Crystal Fiber (PCF) technologies
have attracted much attention in recent years. PCFs have started a new
era overcoming many limitations of conventional optical fiber. In the
history of optical technology, PCFs have added new epoch through de-
signing freedom [1]. For enormous optical applications, PCFs have
been appointed as one of the most fascinating structures [2–3]. Fibers
can be categorized in two parts according to guiding mechanism of
light. One is effective index guidance PCF that is solid cored and in the
cladding area air holes are randomly or periodically [4–5] arranged. In
index guiding PCFs air holes at cladding area have a lower effective re-
fractive index compare to a solid core. Another one is photonic-band-
gap (PBG) guidance PCF that is capable to control the light guidance
for any frequency band. Here light confinement has occurred in the
lower indexes core region compare to cladding. A sophisticated device
that converts the light rays into electrical signals which can detect the
change and response of ambient condition or canmeasure the intensity
of electromagnetic waves called an optical sensor.

PCF technology allows for the accurate tuning of the propagation
properties of fiber through changing of air hole shape, size and their posi-
tions. Various guiding properties of PCF can be achieved by changing ge-
ometry parameters [6]. At PCF, sensing is the interaction between passing
light and analyte which are alterable by varying the frequency, intensity,
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wavelength, phase and polarization state of light etc. [7]. In this respect,
PCFs can be designed for sensing applications in environment, biomedical
and industry sectors. Better guiding properties have already been
achieved by applying different geometric shape lattice structures such
asHexagonal [8], Octagonal [9], Decagonal [10], Elliptical [11] andCircular
honey comb cladding [12]. A photonic crystal fiber demonstrates its po-
tentiality for sensing applications due to its unique geometrical structure.

The evanescent wave based PCF sensors are increasing rapidly in
chemical and biomedical applications for their attractive features. Be-
sides sensing applications, PCFs are also designed for their extraordinary
performance in dispersion [1], birefringence [13], guiding of light in air
[14], and nonlinear effect enhancement [15,16] compare to convention-
al fibers. Higher sensitivity and smaller size have mainly increased the
popularity of PCF sensors. However, hollow core PBG PCFs with low rel-
ative refractive index gas or chemical at the core region [17–18], are de-
sirable in sensing [17–19]. But the complexity of the manufacturing
process is responsible for decrement of PBG PCF applications and incre-
ment of index guiding PCF applications in sensing. The evanescent field
of PCFs is commonly involved in gas sensing with different index mate-
rials [20–24], chemical and bio sensing [25–26]. On the other hand, they
are also used as bacteria and remote sensors.

Sensitivity and confinement loss are two key guiding properties of
PCF chemical sensors. Several papers have been published to gain sensi-
tivity at a maximum and confinement loss at a minimum satisfactory
level in chemical or gas sensing applications. 13.23% sensitivity has
been gained by increasing inner ring air hole diameter and also reduced
confinement loss to 3.77 × 10−6 dB/m at λ = 1.33 μm [27]. But M.
Morshed et al. [28] improved sensitivity 13.94% compared to [29].
After that, they also gained sensitivity 20.10% for simple PCF structure
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Fig. 1.Designing views of different PCFs geometrical formation (a) O-PCF (b) H-PCF and (c) S-PCFwith structural parameters: diameter of air holes in core (dc), Pitch in core (˄1), diameter
of air holes in cladding (d) and Pitch in cladding (˄).
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andproved thebenefits ofmodifiedPCF structure [30]. An index guiding
nanostructure PCF has been proposed by S. Olyaee et al. [31] and
achieved lower dispersion, confinement loss and nonlinear effect simul-
taneously. The article [32] improved sensing capacity by developing a
new concept for evanescent sensing application in which both core
and cladding aremicrostructured. The article [33] presented that Octag-
onal PCF shows smaller loss and the higher relative sensitivity coeffi-
cient compared with the Hexagonal PCF structure, in which both core
and cladding are microstructured and also improved sensitivity by
47% compared to [32] for three analytes like Water, Ethanol and
Benzyne. In this paper, it is proposed that an O-PCF structure with
high relative sensitivity and low confinement loss compare to [33] as
well as two other structures like H-PCF, S-PCF and investigated the ef-
fects of different parameter variations on propagation properties over
a wide wavelength range.

2. Geometries of proposed O-PCF

The cross sectional views of the proposed O-PCF, S-PCF and H-PCF
have been shown in Fig. 1. The figure clearly depicts the whole geomet-
rical structure of the PCF. The proposed structures of the PCF are in
square, hexagonal and octagonal shapes. So the vertices of the adjoining
air holes contain 45° and 60° angles to form octagonal and hexagonal
structures respectively. The hole to hole space (pitch) in cladding has
been denoted by Ʌ for all types of fibers and operations. The diameters
of air holes in each ring of cladding are denoted byd. Pure silica has been
utilized as the background material for all types of fibers and refractive
index is selected using Sellmeier equation [34]. Themicrostructure core
of O-PCF and S-PCF contains 8 holes and H-PCF contains 6 holes. In
addition, all fibers have a center air hole. In perspective to all shaping
fibers, the diameter of the supplementary air holes in the core region
is dc and the pitch among the supplementary air holes at the core
Fig. 2.Modal intensity distribution of proposed (a) O-PCF, (b) H-PCF and (c) S-PCF for ˄ = 2.4
is Ʌ1. Various analytes with refractive index like Water (n = 1.33),
Ethanol (n = 1.354) and Benzyne (n = 1.366) [35] are filled in the
supplementary air holes in the core region. Modal intensity distribution
of proposed O-PCF, H-PCF and S-PCF has been shown in Fig. 2
respectively.

3. Synopsis of numerical method

For electromagnetic simulation, the Finite Element Method (FEM)
has been utilized for the proposed PCF. Using the Finite ElementMethod
(FEM) two key properties such as sensitivity and confinement loss have
been investigated.

The guided light penetrates into the cladding region from the core
due to finite number of air holes and it is known as confinement loss.
The confinement loss Lc can be calculated through the imaginary part
of the refractive index neff [36]:

Lc ¼
40π:IM neff

� �� 106

λ: ln 10ð Þ dB=mð Þ ð1Þ

where, Im [neff] is known as the imaginary part of the refractive
index and λ is the wavelength of light. The interaction between light
and the analyte can be measured by the relative sensitivity coefficient
and it can be obtained through the following equation [28]:

r ¼ nr

neff
f ð2Þ

where, the refractive index of sensedmaterial within the air holes is
represented by nr and the modal effective index is neff. The ratio of air
hole power and the total power percentage can be calculated through
μm, d = 1.75 μm, ˄1 = 0.9 μm, dc = 0.63 μm, and n = 1.33 at the wavelength of 1.33 μm.



Fig. 3.Comparison of (a) relative sensitivity (%) and (b) confinement loss (dB/m) for different types of PCFs (O-PCF, H-PCF, S-PCF and Prior PCF) keeping all parameters fixed to ˄=2.4 μm,
d = 1.75 μm, ˄1 = 0.9 μm, and dc = 0.63 μm.
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Eq. (3) and represented by f:

f ¼

Z
sample

Re ExHy−EyHx
� �

dxdy
Z

total
Re ExHy−EyHx

� �
dxdy

� 100 ð3Þ

where, Ex and Hx are transverse electric field and magnetic field,
Ey and Hy are longitudinal electric field and magnetic field respec-
tively. The mode field pattern Ex, Hx, Ey , Hy and effective index
neff have been obtained by applying the finite-element method
(FEM).

4. Results and numerical analysis

The proposed PCF supports the fundamental mode as well as some
higher order mode. But here it is considered as a fundamental mode
for further investigation of propagation characteristics. A comparison
among O-PCF, H-PCF, S-PCF and Prior PCF is shown in Fig. 3 for the
optimized parameters: ˄ = 2.4 μm, d = 1.75 μm, ˄1 = 0.9 μm and
dc = 0.63 μm.

From Fig. 3 (a) it is clearly visualized that O-PCF shows the higher
sensitivity compare to H-PCF, S-PCF and Prior O-PCF [33]. At the wave-
length of 1.33 μm, O-PCF has the sensitivity of 46.31%whereas H-PCF, S-
PCF and prior O-PCF show the sensitivity of 28.16%, 36.39%, and 21.50%,
Fig. 4. Comparison of (a) relative sensitivity (%) and (b) confinement loss (dB/m) according to
2.4 μm, d = 1.75 μm, ˄1 = 0.9 μm and dc = 0.63 μm.
respectively. At the same time O-PCF shows the lowest confinement
loss which is shown in Fig. 3 (b). So Octagonal PCF is chosen and pro-
posed in this paper.

A simple technique has been applied to optimize the parameters. In
the proposed structure the thickness is fixed at 10% of the radius of the
proposed fiber by PML test for efficient calculation of confinement loss
following M. Morshed et al.'s article [37]. But no significant effect on
the relative sensitivity has been observed here. The thickness of circular
PML is selected by 1.5 μm. COMSOL Multiphysics 4.2 is used here for
simulating the proposed O-PCF by selecting Finemode ofMesh size. De-
fective modes in PCF with compactly supported perturbations are
known as convergence error. The convergence error of our proposed
O-PCF is very low at about 5.8 × 10−6%. Firstly, the effects of rings are
investigated which is shown in Fig. 4.

Under the same criterion of the different parameters (˄ = 2.4 μm,
d= 1.75 μm, ˄1 = 0.9 μm, dc = 0.63 μm) the confinement loss and sen-
sitivity of O-PCF structures with different ring numbers have been in-
vestigated and compared in Fig. 4 (a) and (b).The sensitivity for rings
6, 5, 4, and 3 is 47.74%, 47.67%, 45.32% and 43.78%; confinement loss is
1.00497 × 10−15; 1.29497 × 10−15 dB/m, 1.75918 × 10−15 dB/m and
2.75918 × 10−14 respectively at λ = 1.33 μm. 6-ring O-PCF shows the
lowest confinement loss compare to all O-PCFs but quite similar to 5-
ring O-PCF. For 5-ring O-PCF, sensitivity is also quite similar with the
6th, 7th and 8th-ring of O-PCF. Although, we have shown up to 6 ring
O-PCF in Fig. 4. So for further investigation process 5-ring O-PCF is
wavelength for a different number of rings while other parameters are kept fixed to ˄ =



Fig. 5. Comparison of (a) relative sensitivity (%) and (b) confinement loss (dB/m) according to wavelength for different values of air filling ratio (dc/˄1) when other parameters are kept
constant to˄ = 2.4 μm, ˄1 = 0.9 μm, d = 1.75 μm.
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considered for sensing applications to avoid structural complexity and
more fabrication cost compare to 6 or higher ring O-PCF.

In Fig. 5 (a), the sensitivity of the proposed PCF is greatly enhanced
by the increasing air filling ratio. Air filling ratio (dc/˄1) is varied by
0.70, 0.65 and 0.57 and the calculated sensitivity at λ = 1.33 μm is
44.63, 38.61 and 29.91% respectively; the confinement loss is
2.477 × 10−15, 4.021 × 10−13 and 6.636 × 10−15 dB/m respectively
for Water. At a core diameter dc = 0.63 μm, the proposed O-PCF
shows better propagation characteristics for Water, Ethanol and
Benzyne analytes at λ = 1.33 μm; the calculated sensitivity is 44.73%,
46.67%, and 47.35%; and the confinement loss is 3.897 × 10−15,
6.266 × 10−15, and 2.282 × 10−14 dB/m respectively. From Fig. 5, it is
acquitted that sensitivity increases by the increment of air filling ratio
and confinement loss is vice versa. So another optimal parameter
dc = 0.63 μm of 5-ring O-PCF is chosen for further investigation.

Fig. 6 (a) and (b) depicts the sensitivity and confinement loss of
the proposed fiber for the pitch (˄1) variation keeping air filling ratio
(dc/˄1) constant. Three pitches (˄1 = 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 μm) are considered
and ˄ = 2.4 μm and d = 1.75 μm remain unchanged. Now keeping the
air filling ratio fixed, the pitch (˄1) and core diameter (dc) are varied. It
is evident from Fig. 6 that the highest sensitivity and lowest confine-
ment loss are shown at ˄1 = 0.9 μm and dc = 0.63 μm for all analytes.
So for better propagation characteristics, core pitch value of 0.9 μm is
recommended here for further investigation procedure.

Fig. 7 (a) and (b) illustrates the scenario of changing sensitivity and
confinement loss of proposed O-PCF as the variation of the inner most
Fig. 6. Comparison of (a) relative sensitivity (%) and (b) confinement loss (dB/m) according tow
d = 1.75 μm, and dc/˄1 = 0.7 μm.
ring air hole diameters for ˄ = 2.4 μm, dc/˄1 = 0.7, and ˄1 = 0.9 μm.
The relative sensitivities at λ = 1.33 μm for d = 1.75 μm, 1.68 μm and
1.60 μm are 47.58%, 44.93%, 42.85%; 48.73%, 46.51%, 44.45% and
49.97%, 47.31%,45.22% forWater, Ethanol and Benzyne analytes respec-
tively. In order to support the numerically investigated results repre-
sented in Fig. 7 (a), by increasing the diameter of the inner most air
holes the sensitivity can be greatly enhanced. One remarkable reason
is from Fig. 7 (b) which states that confinement loss is dramatically un-
changed. The confinement loss for the proposed O-PCF is
2.47705 × 10−15, 2.67705 × 10−15, and 2.27705 × 10−15 dB/m;
2.07451 × 10−14, 2.37451 × 10−14, and 1.77451 × 10−14 dB/m;
7.58542 × 10−14, 7.88542 × 10−14 and 7.18542 × 10−14 dB/m for
Water, Ethanol, and Benzyne analytes respectively keeping other pa-
rameters constant like Fig. 7(a).

After all, confinement loss and the effective refractive coefficient have
been studied in this research. All numerically investigated results have
shown that relative sensitivity is greatly enhanced due to the high value
of the inner most air hole diameters, air filling ratio, pitch, center core di-
ameters as well as number of rings. Highest sensitivity proves more con-
finement of light in core region as well as the higher electromagnetic
power interaction between light and the analytes. From the observation
of all results it can be also visualized that the increment of sensitivity
andwavelength is shaped. This phenomenonhighlights the significant in-
teraction between analytes and light at higher wavelengths.

Almost all sensing applications, higher sensitivity and lower confine-
ment loss through a wide range of wavelength are mostly acceptable
avelength for different values of ˄1 when other parameters are kept constant to˄=2.4 μm,



Fig. 7. Comparison of (a) relative sensitivity (%) and (b) confinement loss (dB/m) according to wavelength for different values of the 1st ring air hole diameter (d) by keeping other pa-
rameters constant to ˄ = 2.4 μm, dc = 0.63 μm, ˄1 = 0.9 μm.
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essential parameters for designing PCF structure. In this research, it is
proved that higher sensitivity and lower confinement loss levels can
be gained by the proposed O-PCF compared to previous demonstrated
O-PCF structure [33] as well as H-PCF and S-PCF structures. The
proposed O-PCF structure's sensitivity has been increased to 45.05%,
46. 87%, 47.35% from 20.05%, 21.55%, 22.50% respectively for all
three analytes at λ = 1.33 μm. Similarly confinement loss is also im-
proved to 6.63622 × 10−15 dB/m, 2.28217 × 10−14 dB/m,
5.28542 × 10−14 dB/m from 5.55 × 10−09 dB/m, 5.65 × 10−09 dB/m,
5.75 × 10−09 dB/m respectively.

Fabrication issues of the proposed O-PCF structure are the most im-
portant topic through the experimental point of view. The fabrication
process of the proposed O-PCF may not be easy due to micro cored
holes. Not only fabrication criteria can be overcome due to technological
advancement but also analytes can be entered into the fiber without
damages of the fiber's integrity. Several techniques are introduced to
fill the air holes with liquid. But the major complexity will be raised in
the core region of the proposed structure. The Selective-filling tech-
niquewas proposed by Huang et al. [38] which is able to fill all cladding
holes as well as the micro core holes. Xiao et al. [39] and Cordeiro et al.
[40] proposed techniques that were smoothly used to fabricate various
PCF structureswith liquid at core holes. Lastly the complexity of fabrica-
tion will be less due to large air hole diameters and their uniformity
with the proposed O-PCF structure [39–40]. Now Sol–gel technique
has been applied to remove the complexity of fabrication for any kind
of microstructured optical fiber as well as PCF with different types of
air hole shapes and sizes [41]. So the proposed PCF can be successfully
fabricated using the Sol–gel technique.
5. Conclusion

This paper numerically investigates propagation characteristics of
proposed O-PCF, including confinement loss and sensitivity for a wide
range of wavelength. The behavior of the proposed PCF for change of
different parameters has been also investigated by usingWater, Ethanol
and Benzyne as analytes. The investigated results indicate that the in-
crement of ring number increases sensitivity until a certain time and
confinement loss is vice versa. Better performance of sensitivity and
confinement are also shown through the increment of pitch value, air
filling ratio, core diameter and inner ring diameter such as increment
by ring number. The proposed PCF shows sensitivity: 45.05%, 46. 87%,
and 47.35% and confinement loss: 6.63622 × 10−15, 2.28217 × 10−14,
and 5.28542 × 10−14 dB/m forWater, Ethanol and Benzyne analytes re-
spectively at the wavelength λ = 1.33 μm. Our proposed O-PCF shows
better performance for both sensitivity and confinement loss compared
to prior O-PCF [33], H-PCF and S-PCF structures. So, it is affirmed that it
could provide new dimension for liquid sensing.
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